Please find below a high level summary of construction completed this week, and anticipated activities for next week:

**Information Item:** All ICP barriers are in place and the required negative air pressure required by the ICP plan is being monitored. Pressure to be monitored continuously throughout construction and ICP consumables (filters, sticky mats, etc.) to be changed as necessary.

**PHASE 2**

**Lvl 1 PH 2.2 North Clinic**
- Mechanical and Electrical wall and ceiling rough-ins are ongoing
- Deteriorated sanitary piping will be replaced on Sunday
- Drywall is ongoing

**Lvl 2 PH 2.2 North Clinic**
- Mechanical and Electrical wall and ceiling rough-ins are ongoing
- Drywall is ongoing

**Penthouse**
- Ventilation rough-ins are ongoing

**Shutdowns Next Week**

No shutdowns are currently planned for next week

**General Items**

- Infection control is being monitored 24/7 to ensure there is no contamination to adjacent areas.
- Phase 2.2 areas are full construction zones. Full PPE is required past the site perimeter signage.